MEDHOST EDIS Risk Mitigation Module
The Sullivan Group’s Risk Mitigation Module (RMM) in MEDHOST EDIS
delivers risk management and patient safety where it belongs – at the
patient’s bedside. The RMM follows through on the promise of the Electronic
Medical Record; clinical decision support built into the mental workflow to
ensure the highest quality of care is delivered to every patient.
Drawing from 20 years of research into adverse outcomes and a
granular analysis of 350,000 high-risk patients, TSG designed the RMM
to specifically target those clinical areas of risk exposure that have often
led to patient safety events and malpractice litigation.

After analyzing over 25,000
Chest Pain cases, the evidence clearly indicates that
there are several documentation and clinical practice
deficiencies; e.g., TAD Risk
Factor Analysis is frequently
missing from the medical
record.

Features
Highlighting Critical Elements
of the history and physical draws the practitioner’s attention to key areas of documentation. This serves as a reminder of those elements
frequently associated with missed or delayed diagnoses. MEDHOST EDIS highlights critical documentation
items with a gold background. There are no hard stops,
no delays in the workflow.

Clinical Decision Support is integrated
throughout the MEDHOST EDIS templates; access
to RSQ® Resources is continuously available through
a link in the template header. RSQ® Resources is an
accumulation of key clinical information relating to
the chief complaint.

An Interactive DDx link is available
at the top of the RSQ® Resources
page; it supports the medical decision-making process. The Interactive
DDx provides a template-specific
differential diagnosis with immediate
access to over 125 high-risk Quick
Consults - a virtual textbook of key
information.

Risk Alerts activate in response to physician and
nurse data input that suggests the presence of a high-risk clinical condition.
No hard stops, no alert fatigue, does not write to
the record.

Risk Enhanced Triage Support
provides a list of ‘seconds-to-minutes’
emergencies that require intervention by
the Triage Nurse. This element of the RMM
dramatically reduces door-to-physician time for
these high-risk clinical presentations, and brings the
ED team together around the
highest acuity presentations.

An orange Critical Alert box on the Locator
Board identifies the patient with a ‘secondsto-minutes’ emergency.
If there are ‘seconds-to-minutes’ patients
in the waiting room, a Nav Bar turns red,
notifying the practitioner of the patient’s
presence.

On the Tracking Board, the ‘secondsto-minutes’ emergency is the only Chief Complaint that appears in red.

Vital Sign Indicators
and Alerts* help the ED team
maintain a constant front-of-mind
awareness of vital sign abnormalities
(age specific),
including
notification
at patient
disposition.
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Mean Arterial
Pressure Monitoring (MAP)* provides a critical
alert to the ED team if there has been
a sustained drop in MAP over time.

The Pulse-Temperature
Disparity* feature alerts practitioners
to the possibility of a serious medical
condition that causes a disparity
between pulse and temperature
(often early sepsis or PE). This provides
the physician with the opportunity to re-evaluate the patient to
determine the cause of the abnormal physiology.
* Users have the opportunity to define the threshold
settings for these features.

Key Information links in the templates provide immediate access to clinical decision support
built into the mental workflow. This
includes hundreds of diagrams, graphics, normal and abnormal anatomy,
procedures and disease classifications.
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